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ABSTRACT
Scheduling real time and non real time packets at network nodes has an important impact by reducing the
processing overhead, queuing delay and response time. Most of the existing packet scheduling algorithms
used in network based on First-In First-Out (FIFO), non-preemptive priority, and preemptive priority
scheduling. However, these algorithms incur a large processing overhead, queuing delay and response
time and are not dynamic to the data traffic changes. In this paper, we present a new hierarchical
scheduling algorithm to assign priority, Hierarchical Hybrid EDF/FIFO which can not only serve the real
time traffic but also provide best effort service to non real time traffic. To examine our approach for
scheduling, we realized our analytical study to express the worst case queuing delay and the worst case
response time for different traffics. The simulation results showed that the Hierarchical hybrid EDF/FIFO
achieved the minimum packet delay and adequate loss packet for non real time traffic when compared with
Hierarchical FIFO. In general, the performances of our approach draw near to Hierarchical EDF which
confirms the effectiveness of this approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The quality of service (QoS) is guarantees to network applications where is capable to respond to
requirements of QoS for different network nodes. Nowadays, many application of newly
developed systems, such as wireless sensor networks or high speed packet switching networks,
which are usually referred to as 'multi-class traffic'. This is particularly evident in the era of
growing, with both real time and non real time classes of traffic, in which the quality of service
(QoS) of the applications is to guarantee [1]. The requirements of Qos depend on many
parameters such as the delay, bandwidth, jitter and reliability or a combination of some of them
[2]. These parameters determine the QoS that the traffic requires. For example, a typical e-mail
application has stringent requirements for reliability. Every bit has to be delivered correctly for a
successful transmission. On the other hand, the e-mail application is insensitive to delay and jitter,
and does not require a high Bandwidth. The user would not care less if the e-mail reaches its
destination in a few milliseconds or a few seconds. However, for other types of applications these
requirements can be completely different.
Moreover, the traffic circulating on the network is heterogeneous. Its characteristics vary from
video traffic with stringent QoS requirements to the best-effort traffic requiring no guarantees.
QoS guarantees can be provided in packet networks by the use of proper packet scheduling
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algorithms [3]. The goal of a scheduling algorithm is to select the high priority packet from the
queue to be transmitted.
Network traffic can be categorized into two types: real time traffic, such as multimedia, businesscritical applications, telemedicine, and non real time traffic such as http data, e-mail application
or file transfer. Recently, the major part of the traffic circulating in the Internet is of multimedia.
These multimedia applications, due to the stringent delay constraints, have to meet certain QoS
guarantees. The scheduling algorithm has a direct impact on the packets service which can

take the form of a delay, a throughput or a system load, it is necessary to investigate a
scheduling algorithm that adapts to traffic. The real time traffic is characterized by a
bounded delay, but can tolerate some packet loss. The delay can be bounded by associating a
deadline for each packet. Once a packet misses its deadline, it will be dropped as it is no longer
useful. Therefore the main goal for any scheduling scheme for real time traffic is to deliver
packets meets its deadline. Many scheduling algorithms have been proposed to meets this goal.
The First In First Out (FIFO) scheduling algorithm, which is mostly used in conventional
networks, is widely adopted for best-effort traffic. On the other hand, many scheduling algorithms
have been proposed to proved different schemes of QoS guarantees, these algorithms includes
Earliest Deadline First (EDF).
In this paper, we present an approach non-preemptive for scheduling two classes of traffic. The
class-1 with the higher priority is real time and has absolute deadlines (where the absolute
deadline is the interval of time between the arrival of a packet and its relative deadline). On the
other hand, the lower priority class-2 packets are non real time. The class-1 packets are served
according to EDF and FIFO, while the class-2 packets are served according to FIFO. To examine
the proposed scheduler, we realized an analytical solution to express the queuing delay in queues
and the response time for different traffics.
The rest of the paper has the following structure. Section 2 presents some scheduling algorithms.
Section 3 describes the Hierarchical Hybrid EDF/FIFO system. The system model and analytical
study is presented in Section 4. The Section 5 presents details of our design and a simulation
study is developed with the corresponding results to gauge the benefits of our approach. Finally,
Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. NETWORKING SCHEDULING
In this chapter we present the packet scheduling algorithms widely uses for scheduling real time
traffic and no real time traffic. Based on this, on defines new policy for QoS guarantee to
different applications.

2.1. FIFO scheduling
This is the classical scheduling algorithm deployed in the best-effort approach in the Internet and
it is also known as FIFO (First In First Out). With this algorithm, the data are sent in the same
order in which they are received. The complexity of this approach is very low and it is also very
efficient to implement in hardware. It is a work-conserving algorithm and because its
characteristics it has been adopted by a large number of network architectures. Unfortunately,
FIFO has several limitations:
 It does not provide fairness;
 The support to control congestion is limited.
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This kind of scheduler is not suitable for stream like multimedia traffic, because it is not able to
isolate real time traffic from best effort ones. In this case, there is no way to guarantee a specific
level of quality to real time traffic.
As a computer revolution, many scheduling algorithms have been proposed to meet this goal. The
First-In-First-Out (FIFO) scheduling algorithm, which is mostly used in conventional networks, is
widely adopted for best-effort traffic. This method is easy to realize and her complexity is
reduced to O(1). In the other hand weak point of this method is long delay time from Queue
because every packet is processed in singles a Queue. Occur delay in processing single Queue.
FIFO can be used in real time system with non heavy traffic, in this way the advantage of using a
simple algorithm will help in decreasing the overhead time due to the scheduler processing.

2.2. EDF Scheduling
Many real time systems rely on the earliest deadline first (EDF) [4] scheduling algorithm. This
algorithm scheduling, represent a special attention [5], [6], [7]. Its principle is simple, that is
sorting packets in order of their absolute deadline. More precisely, each traffic on a deadline,
representing the constraint on the response time. Thus, when a packet arrives at a node (router or
switch), the EDF scheduling algorithm assigns an absolute deadline equal to its arrival time in the
node plus the relative deadline of the traffic which belongs. The packet with the smallest absolute
deadline will be transmitted first. The study of the EDF scheduling is interesting, especially since
this algorithm has been proved optimal uniprocessor environment where the moment’s activation
of the packets is not known a priori [8]. Its implementation in networks has been the subject of
many studies [9] [10] and recently by [11], [12], [13], [14]. However, this algorithm has a
signification complexity deriving from an incremental cost of classification packets, which
increases with the queue’s length, furthermore, its efficiency becomes more consistent in case of
high load.

3. HIERARCHICAL HYBRID SCHEDULING
The larger network such as internet offering a single best effort service in which coexist the
various requirements, such as business-critical applications, telemedicine, message or file
transfer. To satisfy the various requirements, a uniform treatment was inappropriate. Even with a
surplus of bandwidth, the demanding traffics in real time (i.e. critical applications or response
time) are not privileged. They can be penalized by lower priority traffics.
In the paper [15] we propose a new scheduling algorithm Hierarchical Hybrid EDF/FIFO which
can meet the real time with complexity reduces while continuing to provide best effort service
over heterogeneous network traffic. In EDF scheduler, low priority traffic, such as non real
traffic, can starve as it is characterized by long lateness [16]. Despite EDF provides stable QoS
guarantees to High priority traffics, such as Real-Time traffic, the deadline miss rates of the low
priority traffics can be unacceptably high.
We can summarize the main drawbacks of the EDF scheduler when implemented in a large
network where there are different applications, as follows:
 The work complexity of the EDF scheduler is important, and which becomes more
pronounced when the queue length increases drastically.
 The traffic non real time still penalized by real time traffic that receives a high
priority.
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The Hierarchical Hybrid EDF/FIFO [17] can serve heterogeneous traffic, by using a priority
queue Hybrid EDF/FIFO for class-1, while continuing to provide best effort service class-2 by
lower priority queue FIFO. The queue process control is proposed to eliminate the queue
overload. That leads to the numerical results shown below which prove the differentiated service
for heterogeneous traffic.
The Hybrid EDF/FIFO scheduling proposed [18] to overcome the first drawback of the EDF. This
algorithm combines both the EDF and the FIFO scheduling algorithms. Idea consists in limiting
the usage of EDF to the scheduling of the first n packets; and the remaining packets are scheduled
via the simple and fast FIFO algorithm. Analyzing this scheduling algorithm, it is obvious that the
last drawback is still discovered when Hybrid EDF-FIFO is used to schedule heterogeneous
network traffic. Our approach Hierarchical Hybrid EDF/FIFO satisfies this objective. It can meet
the real time needs of such applications, by using a priority queue Hybrid EDF/FIFO, while
continuing to provide best effort service to non real time traffic by lower priority queue FIFO.
We classified the traffics into two classes; the first class (class-1) is a priority and represents real
time traffics. The second class (class-2) is a lower priority and corresponds to non real time
traffics. Earliest Deadline First (EDF) is on ideal scheduler for real time traffics because the
optimality of this algorithm has been proved for number criteria. However, this algorithm knows
a complexity that increases with the size of the queue. In order to schedule the traffic of class-1
with a complexity reduces and to not penalize the traffics of class-2, our scheduling approach is
non-preemptive and based in two queues. The first is a queue hybrid EDF/FIFO for class-1 that
combines the two polices First In First Out (FIFO) and EDF. The second queue for class-2 is
scheduled by simple FIFO policy. The complexity of this approach is less than
O(n log n).
The performances of the proposed approach are evaluated by the miss deadline of the packet in
the hybrid queue the class-1 and the average time of residence of packet in the FIFO queue of
class-2.

4. SYSTEM MODEL
In this paper, we consider the uniprocessor case which corresponds to the particular case where
the system (network) consists of a single node, and the scheduling tasks (packets) are non
preemptive. The system comprises a set of N independent real time flows  ,  , … ,   and M
independent non real time flows ′1 , ′2 , … , ′ . The packets generated by different flows are
classified into two classes: The class-1 for real time packets and the class-2 for non real time
packets. Each flow can be periodic or sporadic, and it can be, also, finite or infinite sequence of
packets (jobs) that are executed on a single processor.
Each real time flow  is defined by several parameters:

 : Worst-case execution time.
 : Period or minimum inter-arrival time.
 : Relative deadline.
 : Maximum release jitter.
, : The arrival time of qth packet (job).

If a packet from the real time flow τi (class-1) arrives at time ai , then it will be released for
execution at time ai + Ji and have an absolute deadline of ai + Di .
On the other hand, the non real time flow ′ is characterized by the following four parameters:
′ : Worst-case execution time.
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′ : Period or minimum inter-arrival time.
′ : Maximum releases jitter.
′, : The arrival time of qth packet.
System overheads would be ignored in this study. In this model, we assume that the system is
schedulable ie total worst-case utilization of the system is equal:

 =  + 

!/

<1

Where  !/ and  are worst case utilization the Hybrid EDF/FIFO scheduling and
FIFO Scheduling respectively.
In the following section, first we express the response time and the queuing delay of the packets
under EDF and FIFO scheduling based on studies published in [19, 20]. Then, we express
analytically the worst-case response time and the worst-case queuing delay of the packets under
our Hierarchical Hybrid EDF/FIFO scheduling.

4.1. FIFO Scheduling
The following results have been introduced by [18], where the start time later than the qth packet
of $ under FIFO scheduling is defined by:
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The worst case queuing delay of the qth packet of $ under FIFO scheduling is:
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The worst case response time of the qth packet of $ under FIFO scheduling is:
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In the case of the FIFO scheduling where we have exactly one flow and q-1 packets that precedes
our packet, the worst case response time of the qth packet can be written as:

4.2. EDF scheduling
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The following results are from [19], where the start time later than the qth packet of $ under EDF
scheduling is defined by the following recursive equation:
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The worst case queuing delay of qth packet of $ under EDF scheduling is:
7$,,! = %$,,! − $,, (3)
%

The worst case response time of the qth packet of $ under EDF scheduling is:
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4.3. Hybrid EDF/FIFO scheduling
The hybrid queue EDF/FIFO consists of applying the EDF algorithm to k first packets of the
queue, and the FIFO algorithm to the remaining packets. In fact, if the qth packet arrives at Hybrid
queue EDF/FIFO at , time, it will be considered by EDF at the following time:

7$,,
(4)
$,, + %

TTT, is the worst case queuing delay of the qth packet of $ introduced by FIFO scheduling in
And %
Hybrid queue EDF/FIFO.
&

We can define the worst case queuing delay of $ introduced by FIFO scheduling in Hybrid queue
EDF/FIFO by:

7$ = max, %
7$,,
%
(5)

From (4) and (5), we can define the maximum release jitter of $ which be considered by EDF
scheduling in Hybrid queue EDF/FIFO by:
7$ (6)
$∗ = %

From (2), (4) and (6) the start time later than the qth packet of $ under hybrid EDF/FIFO
scheduling is:
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From (4), (6) and (7) the worst case queuing delay of the qth packet of $ under hybrid EDF/FIFO
is defined by:
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The worst case response time of the qth packet of $ under hybrid EDF/FIFO scheduling is:
/
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4.4. Hierarchical hybrid EDF/FIFO scheduling
From (7), we can express the worst case queuing delay of qth packet class-1 of $ as follows:
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Where max.=1, -̀ is the worst time of blockage introduced by the FIFO scheduling.

The worst case response time of qth packet class-1 of $ is:
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From (1) and (4) the worst case queuing delay of pth packet class-1 of -` as follows:
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is the worst time of blockage introduced by the last packet in Hybrid queue

The response time of pth packet class-2 of -` is defined by:
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5. SYSTEM QUEUE MANAGEMENT
Our Hierarchical Hybrid EDF/FIFO system consists of two queues: A high priority queue with
Hybrid EDF/FIFO service for the real-time traffic such as video, voice and Multimedia, and a low
priority queue with FIFO service for the non-real-time traffic such as http data. Table 1
summarizes the internal parameters of our scheduling policy.
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Table 1. Internal parameter of the Hierarchical Hybrid EDF/FIFO algorithm

c
cd
ce

Parameter

Signification
The Hybrid EDF/FIFO queue
The portion of the H queue managed by EDF
The portion of the H queue managed by FIFO

&
f

Tthe queue FIFO
Length of the Hierarchical Hybrid EDF/FIFO queue

M
fg
<
h
g
i

Type of the queue (service) H or F
Length of the x queue
Length of the x queue managed by EDF
Length of the x queue managed by FIFO
Number of packet in x queue
Packet

iM
ig
ja

Packet of the head of g
Packet of the tail of g

Relative Deadline of the packet p

The algorithm for serving the Hierarchical Hybrid EDF/FIFO Queue:
p  received packet;
x  class of p; (H or F)
If
discard p;
• The process of inserting the packet p in the Hybrid EDF/FIFO queue
if
if
insert p to He
else if
insert pHe to Hf
insert p to He
else insert p to Hf
else

discard p;

• The process of inserting the packet p in the queue F
if & + 1 < f&

insert p to F

else discard p;
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• The process of serving
If
/* The F queue well be served */

& ← & − 1
Send(pF);

else

/* The H queue well be served */

c ← c − 1;
Send(pH);

We consider a network topology comprising 4 CBR periodic traffic sources, three of them
generate real time traffic (class-1) while the fourth generates non real time traffic (class-2),
sharing equally a 3Mbps link. The link is managed by three scheduling algorithms Hierarchical
Hybrid EDF/FIFO, Hierarchical EDF and Hierarchical FIFO. The Buffer size is set to 100 packets
for class-1 and 100 packets for class-2.
The packet size was chosen to be of 1150 Byte for all class, the reason to choose this value is that
almost 50% of the traffic being propagated across the internet has a packet size of 1150 Byte as
shown in Figure 4 which was explored by the research work carried out in [21].

Figure 1.

Packet size distribution

For the three traffics of class-1, we consider three flowing deadlines:
d3=120ms). For all traffic we used periodic CBR traffic.

(d1=3ms; d2=50ms;

Different graphs are plotted below to compare the performance of the three scheduling
algorithms: Hierarchical FIFO, Hierarchical EDF and Hierarchical Hybrid EDF/FIFO for the
different traffic (class-1 and class-2). Figures 2 and 3 show the packet percentage miss deadline of
the class-1 (for examples video, Voice and telemedicine) when using each the three scheduling
algorithm. The results show that number of packets whose deadlines are met increases drastically
when the size of the EDF part of the queue Hierarchical Hybrid EDF/FIFO increases. So, the
number of packet miss deadline of our approach is less than the ones of the approach Hierarchical
FIFO, but it approximates the ones of the Hierarchical EDF proportionately with size of the
EDF’s hierarchical Hybrid EDF/FIFO.
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Hierarchical EDF
Hierarchical FIFO
Hierarchical Hybrid (q He=3, q Hf=97)
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Figure 2.

Comparison Hierarchical FIFO, Hierarchical EDF and Hierarchical Hybrid EDF/FIFO with
qHe =3 and qHf =97

Hierarchical EDF
Hierarchical FIFO
Hierarchical Hybrid (q He =8, q Hf=92)
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Figure 3.

Comparison Hierarchical FIFO, Hierarchical EDF and Hierarchical Hybrid EDF/FIFO with
qHe =8 and qHf =92
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Figure 4.

Figure 5.

Queuing delay and Response time of class-1 for the Hierarchical EDF scheduling

Queuing delay and response time of class-1 for the Hierarchical Hybrid(qHe=8,qHf=92)
scheduling

Figures 4 and 5 shows that the queuing delay for the class-1 packets of the two algorithms
Hierarchical EDF and Hierarchical Hybrid (qHe=8,qHf=92) is almost identical. We have the same
remark for the response time (Figures 4 and 5).

Figure 6.

Queuing delay and response time of class-1 for the Hierarchical hybrid (qHe=3,qHf=97)
scheduling
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Figures 6 and 7 show that the number of class-1 packets served by Hierarchical Hybrid
(qHe=3,qHf=97) technique is slightly more important than the number of packets served by pure
FIFO. The queuing delay of class-1 packets served by hierarchical hybrid (qHe=3,qHf=97)
algorithm varies between 0s and 0.039s and the response time between 0.025s and 0.410s,
whereas, for the Hierarchical FIFO the queuing delay varies between 0s and 0.148s and the
response time between 0.030s and 0.042s. The queuing delay of almost all class-1 packets served
by Hierarchical FIFO scheduling is less than that served by Hierarchical Hybrid (qHe=3,qHf=97).

Figure 7.

Queuing delay and Response time of class-1 for the Hierarchical FIFO scheduling

Figure 8.
Response time and queuing
delay of class-2 for the Hierarchical EDF
scheduling

Figure 9.

Response time and queuing delay of
class-2 for the Hierarchical FIFO scheduling

Figures 8 and 9 show that the queuing delay and response time of the class-2 packets with the two
scheduling algorithms Hierarchical EDF and Hierarchical FIFO are different.
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Figure 10.

Queuing delay and response time of
class-2 for the Hierarchical hybrid (qHe=3,qHf=97)
scheduling

Figure 11.

Queuing delay and response time of
class-2 for the Hierarchical hybrid (qHe=8,qHf=92)
scheduling

Figures 10 and 9 show that the queuing delay and response time of the class-2 packets of
two scheduling algorithms Hierarchical Hybrid (qHe=3,qHf=97) and Hierarchical FIFO are almost
similar. We can notice the same similarity between the Hierarchical Hybrid (qHe=8,qHf=92) and
Hierarchical EDF (Figures 11 and 8). In conclusion, the behavior of our scheduling Hierarchical
Hybrid EDF/FIFO when serving class-2 packets approximates to behavior of the Hierarchical
Hybrid EDF when the size of the EDF part of the queue Hierarchical Hybrid EDF/FIFO
increases.
Finally, by analyzing the different figures above, we can assert that the Hierarchical Hybrid
EDF/FIFO scheduling shows a better performance of serving packet over heterogeneous network
traffic with reduced complexity.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented a new scheduling approach for two traffic class. The prioritized class-1
packets are considered to be real-time and served according to the hybrid policy scheduling
EDF/FIFO, and the non real time class-2 packets corresponds to a lower priority and served by
FIFO policy. The service discipline of the system is non-preemptive. We realized our analytical
study to express the worst-case queuing delay and the worst-case response time for different
traffics. The main advantages of our hierarchical Hybrid EDF/FIFO queue resides in reducing the
work complexity of the EDF algorithm, while maintaining to a great extent EDF’s advantage in
regarding packets’ deadline respect while continuing to provide best effort service over
heterogeneous network traffic environment. The simulation results showed that the Hierarchical
Hybrid EDF/FIFO scheduler produces a better performance of packet serving over heterogeneous
network traffic by achieving the minimum miss deadline’s the packets.
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